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Abstract Sparse representation is a significant
method to perform image classification for face
recognition. Sparsity of the image representation
is the key factor for robust image classification.
As an improvement to sparse representation-based
classification, collaborative representation is a newer
method for robust image classification. Training
samples of all classes collaboratively contribute
together to represent one single test sample. The
ways of representing a test sample in sparse
representation and collaborative representation are
very different, so we propose a novel method to
integrate both sparse and collaborative representations
to provide improved results for robust face recognition.
The method first computes a weighted average
of the representation coefficients obtained from
two conventional algorithms, and then uses it for
classification. Experiments on several benchmark
face databases show that our algorithm outperforms
both sparse and collaborative representation-based
classification algorithms, providing at least a 10%
improvement in recognition accuracy.




Feature extraction and classification are two key
steps in face recognition [1, 2]. Extraction of features
is the basic of mathematical calculation performed in
classification methods. Only if sufficient and proper
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features are extracted, can a classification method
produce good recognition results. One prevailing
paradigm is to use statistical learning approaches
based on training data to determine proper features
to extract and how to construct classification
engines. Nowadays, many successful algorithms
for face detection, alignment, and matching
are learning-based algorithms. Representation-based
classification methods (RBCM), such as PCA [3, 4]
and LDA [5, 6], have significantly improved face
recognition techniques. Such linear methods can
be extended by use of nonlinear kernel techniques
(kernel PCA [7] and kernel LDA [8]). The basic
process in these methods is as follows: first all
training samples are coded to obtain a representation
matrix, then this matrix is used to evaluate each
test sample and determine new lower-dimensional
representation coefficients, and finally classification
is performed based on these coefficients [2, 9].
Therefore, the robustness of face recognition is
determined by suitability of the representation
coefficients.
Sparse coding or representation has recently been
proposed as an optimal representation of image
samples. Sparse representation-based classification
(SRC) for face recognition [2, 9, 10] first codes
the test sample using a linear combination on the
training samples, and then determines the differences
between the test sample and all training samples
using the representation coefficients. Consequently,
the test sample can be classified as belonging to
the class with minimal distance. SRC has been
widely applied to face recognition [11–13], image
categorization [14, 15], and image super-resolution
[9, 16]. Indeed, SRC can be viewed as a global
representation method [17], because it uses all
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training samples to represent the test sample.
On the contrary, collaborative representation-based
classification (CRC), proposed as an improvement
to SRC, considers the local features in common
for each class in its representation. The training
samples as a whole are used to determine the
representation coefficients of a test sample. CRC
considers the collaboration between all classes in the
representation as the underlying reason it is possible
to make a powerful image classification method
[18–20]. However, we believe the collaborative
contribution from local classes can also be used
to refine the sparse representation, and that
it is possible to improve the robustness of
image classification by integrating both types of
representation. Zhang et al. [17] integrated the
globality of SRC with the locality of CRC for
robust representation-based classification, and Li
et al. [21] also combined sparse and collaborative
representations for hyperspectral target detection
with a linear operation. Further similar integrative
methods have been proposed for other domains.
In this paper, we propose to use a slightly
more sophisticated mathematical operation
performing weighted averaging of sparse and
collaborative representations for classification,
which we call WASCRC. Firstly, it determines the
sparse representation coefficients β for the test
sample via l1-norm minimization on all training
samples. Secondly, it determines the collaborative
representation coefficients α for the same test sample
via l2-norm minimization on all training samples.
Thirdly, it calculates the new representation
coefficients as a weighted average of these two groups
of coefficients: β′ = aα + bβ. Finally, the distance
between the test sample and each training sample
is determined as resWASCRC =
∥∥y −Xiβˆ′i∥∥2/(a + b),
allowing the test sample to be classified as belonging
to the nearest class. Usually, we can let a = 1 for
simplicity and vary b appropriately to a specific
application. We conducted various experiments on
several benchmark face databases, which showed
that our WASCRC algorithm could decrease the
failure rate of classification by up to 17% and 26%
relative to SRC and CRC respectively.
The rest content of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 introduces related work on sparse
representation for robust face recognition. Section 3
describes our proposed algorithm and the rationale
behind it. Section 4 presents experimental results on




The sparse representation-based classification (SRC)
algorithm was proposed by Wright et al. [2]. The
basic procedure involves two steps, first representing
the test sample as a linear combination of all training
samples, and then identifying the closest class based
on the minimal deviation.
Assume that there are C subjects or pattern
classes with n training samples x1, x2, . . . , xn and
the test sample is y. Let the matrix Xi =[
xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,ni
] ∈ Im×ni denote ni training
samples from the ith class. By stacking all columns
from the vector for a w × h gray-scale image, we
can obtain the vector for this image: x ∈ Im (m =
w × h). Each column of Ai then represents the
training images of the ith subject. Any test sample
y ∈ Im from the same class can be described by a
linear formula as
y = ai,1xi,1 + ai,2xi,2 + · · ·+ ai,nxi,n (1)
where ai,j ∈ I, j = 1, 2, . . . , ni.
The n training samples of C subjects can be
denoted by a new matrix: X =
[
X1, X2, . . . , XC
]
.
Thus, Eq. (1) can be rewritten more simply as
y = Xβ ∈ Im (2)
where β = [0, . . . , 0, ai,1, ai,2, . . . , 0, . . . , 0]T is the
sparse coefficient vector in which only entries for the
ith class are non-zero. This vector of coefficients
is the key factor which affects the robustness of
classification. Note that SRC uses the entire set of
training samples to find these coefficients. This is
a significant difference from one-sample-at-one-time
or one-class-at-one-time methods such as nearest
neighbor (NN) [22] and nearest subspace (NS) [23]
algorithms. These local methods can both identify
objects represented in the training set and reject
samples that do not belong to any of the classes
present in the training set.
The next step in SRC is to perform l1-norm
minimization to solve the optimization problem to
find the sparsest solution to Eq. (2). This result is
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used to identify the class of the test sample y. Here
we use:
βˆ = arg minβ
∥∥β∥∥1 (3)
Next, SRC computes the residuals for this
representative coefficient vector for the ith class:
resSRC(y) =
∥∥y −Xiβˆi‖2 (4)
Finally the identity of y is output as
identity(y) = arg mini{resSRC,i} (5)
There are five prevailing fast l1-minimization
approaches: gradient projection, homotopy, iterative
shrinkage-thresholding, proximal gradient, and
augmented Lagrange multipliers (ALM) [15]. As
we know, it is more efficient to use first order
l1-minimization techniques for noisy data, e.g.,
SpaRSA [9], FISTA [24], and ALM [13], while
homotopy [25], ALM, and l1 ls [26] are more
suitable for face recognition because of their
accuracy and speed. Other SRC algorithms are
implemented using l0-norm, lp-norm (0 < p < 1),
or even l2-norm minimization. Xu et al. [26]
exploited l1/2-norm minimization to constrain
the sparsity of representation coefficients; further
descriptions of various norm minimizations can be
seen in Ref. [22]. Yang et al. [13] proposed fast
l1-minimization algorithms called augmented
Lagrangian methods (ALM) for robust face
recognition. Furthermore, many researchers
proposed different SRC implementations and
improvements, such as kernel sparse representation
by Gao et al. [15], an algorithm by Yang and Zhang
[27] that uses a Gabor occlusion dictionary to
significantly reduce the computational cost when
dealing with face occlusion, l1-graphs for image
classification by Cheng et al. [28], sparsity preserving
projections by Qiao et al. [29], combination of sparse
coding with linear pyramid matching by Yang et
al. [30], and a prototype-plus-variation model for
sparsity-based face recognition [31]. Classification
accuracy can be further improved by using virtual
samples [32–34]. All these methods attempt to
improve the robustness of image classification for
face recognition—it is clear that sparsity plays




(CRC) was proposed as an improvement to and
replacement for SRC by Zhang et al. [18, 19] and
Chen and Ramadge [20]. Much literature on SRC,
including Ref. [2], overemphasizes the significance
of l1-norm sparsity in image classification, while
the role of collaborative representation (CR) is
downplayed [18]. CR involves contributions from
every training sample to represent the test sample y,
because different face images share certain common
features helpful for classification. It is thus based
on nonlocal samples. CRC can use this nonlocal




X1, X2, . . . , XC
] ∈ Im×n, and the
test sample y ∈ Im can be represented as
y = a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn (6)
Using a regularized least square approach [35] we
can collaboratively represent the test sample using
X with low computational burden:
(αˆ) = arg minα{
∥∥y −X · α∥∥22 + λ∥∥α∥∥22} (7)
where λ is a regularization parameter, which makes
the least square solution stable and introduces better
sparsity in the solution than using l1-norm. Thus,
the CR in Eq. (5) now becomes:
αˆ = (XT ·X + λ · I)−1XT (8)
Let P = (XT ·X+λ · I)−1XT, so we can just simply
project the test sample y onto P :
αˆ = P · y (9)
We may then compute the regularized residuals by
resCRC =
∥∥y −Xi · αˆi∥∥2/∥∥αˆi‖2 (10)
Finally, we can output the identity of the test
sample y as
identity(y) = arg mini{resCRC,i} (11)
In this way, CRC involves all training samples
to represent the test sample. We consider this
collaboration to be an effective approach, giving a
better sparse representation result.
3 Our method
We believe that sparse representation (SR)
still makes a significant contribution to robust
classification, while the real importance of
collaborative representation (CR) is to refine
the sparse representation but not to negate it.
Recent literature has proposed novel approaches
which integrate both algorithms in pursuit of
more robust results. Zhang et al. [17] integrated
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the globality of SRC with the locality of CRC
for robust representation-based classification. In
this method, integration was performed in the
residual calculation in the representation, rather
than in the sparse vector for the test sample. Li
et al. [21] proposed a method to combine sparse
and collaborative representations for hyperspectral
target detection. This combination also happened
at the step of computing the distance after the
sparse vector had been determined. We compute a
weighted average of the representation coefficients
produced by SRC and CRC algorithms, as well as
the computation of residuals, in an approach we call
WASCRC. WASCRC works as follows. In the first
stage, we obtain two kinds of coefficients from SRC
and CRC. We use a conventional SRC algorithm
to find the sparse representation coefficients β for
the test sample, using Eq. (3). We also find the
collaborative representation coefficients α using a
conventional CRC algorithm, as in Eq. (8).
Next, we integrate them by means of a weighted
average, denoted by y = (ax1 + bx2)/(a + b).
Our algorithm obtains new coefficients by imposing
different weights on the two kinds of coefficients
found by the two algorithms as follows:
β′ = aα+ bβ (12)
where a and b indicate the weights of two algorithms.
Finally, we compute the residuals between the
test sample and training samples with an l2-norm
operation. Unlike conventional SRC and CRC, after
performing the normalization, we need to divide by
the sum of the two weights:
resWASCRC =
∥∥y −Xiβˆ′i∥∥(a+ b) (13)
In this way, this new residual incorporates the
weighted average, producing a refined solution. We
can use it to identify the test sample y as
identity(y) = arg mini{resWASCRC,i} (14)
In practice, we use a = 1 for simplicity and vary
b to adjust the contribution of the two algorithms.
We used two values, b = 4 and b = 300, in our
experiments.
4 Results
We conducted comprehensive experiments on several
mainstream benchmark face databases to compare
the robustness of our WASCRC and conventional
SRC and CRC algorithms. The benchmarks chosen
include ORL [36], Georgia Tech [37], and FERET
[38] face databases. We ran experiments with
different numbers of training samples for each face
database. We now explain the samples, steps, and
results for each experiment, as well as an analysis
and comparison of the results. The experimental
results indicate that WASCRC produces a lower
classification failure rate than the SCR and CRC
algorithms, reaching a 10% improvement in some
cases.
4.1 Experiments on the ORL face database
The ORL face database [36] is a small database
that includes only 400 face images with 10 different
face images taken from 40 distinct subjects. The
face images were captured under different conditions
for each subject at varying time, with varying
lighting, facial expressions (open or closed eyes,
smiling or not smiling), and facial details (glasses
or no glasses). These images were captured against
a dark homogeneous background while the subjects
were in an upright, frontal position. To reduce the
computational complexity, we resized all face images
to 56 × 46 pixels. Figure 1 presents the first 20
images from the ORL database.
We calculated the improvements provided by
WASCRC over both SRC and CRC in each case.
We set the weighted average factor b = 1 in these
cases. The best case for SRC was the one using
two training samples, in which WASCRC diminished
the classification failure by 27%. The best case for
CRC reached 23% reduction in failure when using
five training samples. On average, the improvements
to SRC and CRC by WASCRC were 17% and 18%
respectively. In the one-training-sample case, which
Fig. 1 The first two subjects in the ORL face database.
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is typical of real applications, WASCRC gained 1%
and 17% in accuracy, respectively.
In order to further understand the cause of these
improvements, we added a step to analyze the change
in representation coefficients in all three algorithms.
We picked a single test sample that WASCRC
succeeded in classifying for which both SRC and
CRC failed. We selected the first two samples
for all 40 subjects as training samples, so that 80
training samples in total were used to determine
the representation coefficients for the test sample.
In our experiment, we found that the 214th test
sample, the 6th sample for the 26th subject, was
not recognized correctly by either SRC or CRC,
while WASCRC succeeded in classifying it. We thus
carefully analyzed the representation coefficients of
this test sample, shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that
Fig. 2 Classification results for all 3 algorithms for the ORL face
database.
Fig. 3 Coefficients determined by the 3 algorithms for the ORL face
database.
every single coefficient used by WASCRC (green)
was between the values used by SRC (pink) and
CRC (yellow): the new coefficients were smoother
than the original ones, due to the weighted average
calculation. The distance between the test sample
and each class is calculated by the sum of entries
for all training samples belonging to a class. We
believe that if the curve is smoother, which means
the values are relatively smaller and closer to zero,
the resulting distances will be closer to zero and
have smaller differences. On one hand, more entries
close to zero produce a sparser representation vector;
on the other hand, smaller differences help output
a more precise comparison. Therefore, this had
a positive effect on the representation and made
a better sparse representation than conventional
representation-based methods, leading to higher
classification accuracy.
4.2 Experiments on the Georgia Tech face
database
The next group of experiments used the Georgia
Tech face database [37, 39]. This database has 750
face images captured from 50 individuals in several
sessions; all images are in 15-color JPEG format.
Each subject shows frontal and/or tilted faces as well
as different facial expressions, lighting conditions,
and scale. The original face images all have cluttered
backgrounds, and a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels,
which is too large for efficient representation. For
the experiments, we programmatically removed the
background and resized the images to 30 × 40 pixels
to reduce computing load. However, this image
preprocessing did not negatively affect on our results.
Figure 4 shows the first subject with 15 samples in
the face database. It is not necessary to use all three
dimensions of color data in these colored images: we
only used two dimensions of gray-scale data from
these RGB images. Again, this did not affect our
experimental results.
We successively picked the first 1 to 10 face images
as training samples and the rest as test samples. In
this case, we set the weighted average factor b = 300
and recorded the classification results for all test
samples given by all three algorithms. The resulting
failure rates are shown in Fig. 5. The results from the
SRC algorithm (blue) unexpectedly outperformed
the CRC algorithm (green), while our WASCRC
algorithm (yellow) not surprisingly gave best results.
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Fig. 4 The first subject, with 15 samples in the Georgia Tech face
database.
Fig. 5 Classification results for all 3 algorithms for the Georgia Tech
face database.
Furthermore, as the number of training samples
increased, the failure rates dropped dramatically.
We again determined the improvement by
WASCRC over SRC and CRC, which were slightly
lower than those for the ORL face database.
The conventional SRC algorithm still performed
well and the best case over SRC generated only
4% improvement when using 7 training samples.
As conventional CRC algorithm underachieved,
WASCRC outperformed it by up to 20% when
using 8 training samples. On average, WASCRC
outperformed SRC and CRC by 2% and 11%
respectively. WASCRC outperformed CRC by 9%
in the one-training-sample case.
4.3 Experiments on the FERET face
database
The last group of experiments was performed on one
of the largest public benchmark face databases, the
FERET database [38]. It is much bigger than the
Georgia Tech and ORL face databases. Each subject
has five to eleven images with two frontal views (fa
and fb) and one more frontal image with a different
facial expression. Our experiments used 200 subjects
in total, with 7 samples for each. Figure 7 shows
the first three subjects in the database; images 1–7
belong to the first subject, while 8–14 belong to the
second subject and image 15 belongs to the third
subject (who has 6 more images not shown in the
figure).
We used images 1–5 as training samples and the
remaining images as test samples, and again set the
weighted average factor b = 300. The resulting
classification failure rates from all three algorithms
are shown in Fig. 8. As for the experiments on
other databases, our WASCRC algorithm (yellow)
still outperformed both SRC (blue) and CRC (green)
algorithms in all test cases. Even in the one-training-
sample case, WASCRC also produced the highest
classification accuracy.
WASCRC outperformed SRC and CRC by up to
26% and 49% respectively when using 5 training
samples. On average, WASCRC outperformed SRC
and CRC by 12% and 26% respectively. WASCRC
outperformed SRC and CRC by 5% and 10% in the
one-training-sample case.
Fig. 6 Coefficients determined by the 3 algorithms for the Georgia
Tech face database.
Fig. 7 The first fifteen face images from the FERET face database.
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Fig. 8 Classification results for all 3 algorithms for the FERET face
database.
Fig. 9 Coefficients determined by the 3 algorithms for the FERET
face database.
The representation coefficients used by WASCRC
were always smoother, as shown in Fig. 9. The
weighted average operation worked well, as expected.
Figure 9 only shows the first half of all 200 training
samples, from one test sample classified correctly by
WASCRC and incorrectly by both SRC and CRC.
This result validates that our proposed algorithm is
a more robust classifier.
5 Conclusions
Sparsity of a representation is the key to successful
sparse representation-based classification, while
collaboration from all classes in the representation
is the key to promising collaborative representation-
based classification. We have shown how to
integrate these approaches in a method that
performs a weighted average operation on sparse
and collaborative representations for robust
face recognition. Such integration can lower the
failure rate in face recognition. Our experiments
demonstrated that our new approach can outperform
both sparse and collaborative representation-based
classification algorithms for face recognition,
decreasing the recognition failure rate by about
10%. It is possible to achieve higher accuracy still
in some specific cases by altering the factor used for
weighted averaging.
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